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Perfect Match: Pneumatic Automation
Simple, cost-effective pneumatic control

This perfect match combines products for your
everyday automation needs. This winning combination
helps reduce space, time and cost.

These products are designed to offer high functionality
and compactness at the same high quality you expect
from Festo for users looking for simple, cost-effective
pneumatic control.

This select range of products includes compact and
robust valves, guided and mini slide units, compact
cylinders, regulators, filter regulators and tubing. And they each form part of the Festo core
range - take advantage of products which offer shorter delivery times and competitive prices
from one single source supplier. 

Discover More

D:PLOY Robotic Automation Platform
Automates the process of getting a robotic applications
up and running

D:PLOY is industry's first automated platform for building,
running, monitoring, and re-deploying collaborative
applications. It automates the process of getting a robotic
application up and running, allowing deployment directly on
the manufacturing floor, with zero programming and zero
simulations.
 
With D:PLOY, complete applications can be deployed in
just a few hours, saving of up to 90% on deployment and
re-deployment time.

READ MORE

MELSOFT Gemini 3D Simulator Software
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Save labor time for builds and retrofits

Mitsubishi Electric’s new MELSOFT Gemini 3D Simulator Software lets you build animated 3D
models of machines and production lines to quickly identify and resolve design, operation, and
maintenance issues BEFORE you install onsite.

From initial construction to existing line conversions,
MELSOFT Gemini Simulator Software eliminates pain
points during builds and retrofits.
 

Ensure design viability before execution
Maximize the effectiveness of deliverables
Streamline communication between
stakeholders
Speed product to market
Quickly recover when issues occur

READ MORE

ELECYLINDER® Stopper Cylinder
Ideal for conveyor stopper applications

No air? No problem. The new compact EC stopper cylinder
type is operable with electricity alone, usable with just a 24V
power supply. Ideal for conveyor stopper applications these
cylinders save energy in logistics and transport lines. Available
in 5 sizes and with built-in controller, these 2-point positioning
actuators offer simple and wireless operation
 

Workpieces up to 50kg
Handles impact loads in the radial direction well
Power-off Brake option
Food processing machine grease available (White
Alcom grease) 

READ MORE
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